
The Three Most Important Things
To Know About the Streamlined Sales
Tax — Amnesty, Amnesty, and Amnesty

by John Swain
‘‘Don’t tax you, don’t tax

me,
tax that fellow behind the

tree.’’
— Russell Long

Although the slogan
‘‘location, location, loca-
tion’’ has been replaced
with ‘‘buy, buy, buy,’’ the
old real estate saw is an
apt model for streamlin-
ing: Amnesty, amnesty,
amnesty. Sure there are
plenty of soft induce-
ments for participating in

the streamlined sales tax system: centralized regis-
tration, uniform returns, certified service providers
and certified compliance software . . . (yawn). But
nothing beats cold hard cash and a good night’s
sleep. Speaking of cash, enhanced vendor compen-
sation is the fourth most important thing to know
about streamlining. Get this: The states are saying,
‘‘Because we’ve made it easier for you to comply, we
are going to pay you more to do so.’’ That’s like your
employer saying, ‘‘We’ve decided to cut back on your
workload and give you a raise!’’1 As we go to press,
however, the amount and mechanics of vendor com-
pensation are still up in the air, so let’s focus on
amnesty.

What Else to Know
But wait one second. Surely there is more that

taxpayers and tax advisers need to know about
streamlining than amnesty. After all, you and your
clients may be, and probably are, in full compliance
in the states in which there is nexus (but see the

warning at the end of this column). So before turning
to amnesty, here are some general comments on the
rest of streamlining.

First, the full members of the Governing Board of
the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement
(SSUTA) are Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jer-
sey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota, and West Virginia. The associate
members are Arkansas, Ohio, Tennessee, Utah, and
Wyoming. Arkansas and Wyoming should become
full members once they make a few conforming
adjustments. They must be made by January 1,
2008, and probably will be made much sooner. Utah
will become a full member on July 1, 2006, the
effective date of its conforming legislation. Also
awaiting the effective dates of conforming legisla-
tion are Tennessee (July 1, 2007) and Ohio (January
1, 2008). Accordingly, if all you do is sell fruit juice in
New York, streamlining should not distract you
unless your representatives in Albany start adopt-
ing conforming legislation. Then you can start wa-
tering down your juice (from 70 percent to 50 per-
cent) and still sell it exempt.2

Second, if you are a taxpayer in any of the states
listed, you probably have noticed some changes in
the substantive tax rules and administrative proce-
dures already. Those states have been busily making
conforming amendments over the past several

1That is true for nonremote sellers only — that is, sellers
that already have a physical presence in their customers’
states. Remote sellers with customers in streamlined states
will be agreeing to an additional obligation: reporting tax to
those states.

2Compare Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement
(SSUTA) App. C, pt. II, ‘‘food and food products’’ (sweetened
beverage with more than 50 percent juice not a ‘‘soft drink’’)
with N.Y.C.R.R. section 528.2 (sweetened beverage with 70
percent or more juice not a ‘‘soft drink’’). Member states
providing food exemptions must mix and match the food and
food products definitions that are in the SSUTA library of
definitions. For example, a member state may exempt food
except for soft drinks, as defined. Thus, if New York joined
SSUTA and wanted to continue to tax soft drinks and exempt
other food, it would have to adopt SSUTA’s more forgiving soft
drink definition.
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years. States seeking membership are also in the
process of conforming their sales and use tax rules to
SSUTA. The most important substantive changes
have been the adoption of uniform product defini-
tions for clothing, food, healthcare, computer-related
products, and telecommunications services.3 Thus, if
you sell any of those products or services, you will
want to ascertain whether there have been any
subtle changes in the classes of taxable and nontax-
able items in the streamlined states in which you do
business. Also, if you are a seller in a state that
offers periodic sales tax holidays, you will want to
examine the uniform sales tax holiday definitions,
which include definitions of layaway sale, rain
check, and various categories of school supplies and
instructional materials.4

Third, the administrative definitions have a sub-
stantive kick. In general, uniform definitions — and
sometimes uniform tax treatments — have been
prescribed for the measure of the sales price, cou-
pons, discounts, rebates, delivery charges, leases,
bundled transactions, and other items.5 Those defi-
nitions could have a dramatic impact on the amount
you are required to collect and remit. Thus, taxpay-
ers have some head scratching to do — figuring out
how those administrative definitions affect their
collecting and reporting obligations.

Fourth, exemption administration has been liber-
alized.6 Most notably, SSUTA removes the tradi-
tional good-faith requirement for accepting an ex-
emption certificate. Fraud and collusion are still
no-nos, and there are other technical requirements
and administrative processes that should be re-
viewed. If you are doing business in a streamlined
state and rely on exemption certificates, now would
be a good time to review your exemption certificates
and related procedures: Exemption certificates pro-
vide an amnesty of sorts, too.

One benefit of using certified
providers or certified software is
that the seller generally is not
responsible if the provider or the
software makes a mistake.

Fifth, taxpayers will have the option of using a
certified service provider, certified software, or even
their own in-house software (if certified by the
Governing Board) to report tax and reap some

rewards.7 For example, one benefit of using certified
providers or certified software is that the seller
generally is not responsible if the provider or the
software makes a mistake.8

Finally, there are many administrative changes,
some of which are quite meaningful, that have been
adopted by conforming states. Like the other
changes discussed above, however, these are things
that are happening to taxpayers, and a taxing au-
thority worth its salt will have taken steps to keep
you apprised.

Coming Out From Behind the Tree
Of course, tax compliance is more complicated

than that, and taxing authorities probably have not
told you everything you need to know. But the point
is this: For many taxpayers (or more accurately,
nontaxpayers), amnesty is something you can do to
them. It is a choice to make — a great opportunity —
not a rule to follow.

So how does it work?9

(Caveat: Because the SSUTA registration and
amnesty program is new, with some aspects still
at the implementation stage, sellers should con-
tact their tax advisers, the taxing authority in a
member state, or the Governing Board to con-
firm the general information provided below
and to obtain more detailed advice regarding
the mechanics of registration under SSUTA.)

Question: How does a seller qualify for amnesty?
Answer: A seller qualifies generally for amnesty

by registering under SSUTA. Amnesty then must be
granted by each member state in which the taxpayer
has not been registered during the year preceding
the state’s participation in SSUTA.10

Question: What is the effect of amnesty?
Answer: A registering seller is relieved of liabil-

ity for all past sales or use tax collection obligations,
including penalties and interest, in each member
state for which the seller qualifies for amnesty.
Amnesty does not apply to amounts already remit-
ted to the state or collected from purchasers. Sellers
are not relieved of liability for any unpaid use taxes
due on their purchases. Also, sellers are not relieved

3SSUTA App. C, pt. II. Conformity with telecommunica-
tions definitions is not required until January 1, 2008.

4SSUTA App. C, pt. III.
5SSUTA App. C, pt. I.
6SSUTA section 317.

7SSUTA sections 202-207, 501, 601-603.
8See Uniform Sales and Use Tax Administration Act sec-

tion 9; Simplified Sales and Use Tax Administration Act
section 10. Walter Hellerstein and John Swain, Streamlined
Sales and Use Tax section 7.11 (2d ed. 2005).

9SSUTA’s amnesty and registration provisions are found
in sections 401 and 402 of the agreement. For a fuller
discussion of registration and amnesty, see Walter Hellerstein
and John Swain, Streamlined Sales and Use Tax, section 7.02
(2d ed. 2005).

10See questions and answers below regarding associate
member states and supra note 14.
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for any matters for which they have received a
written notice of audit or for which an audit is
currently unresolved.

Question: What obligations does a seller under-
take by registering under SSUTA?

Answer: By registering under SSUTA, a seller
agrees to collect sales or use tax on all taxable sales
sourced to any member state, regardless of whether
the seller would otherwise have an obligation to
report tax to that state.11 As new member states
come online, registered sellers will be required to
report tax to those states, too.

By registering under SSUTA, a
seller agrees to collect sales or
use tax on all taxable sales
sourced to any member state,
regardless of whether the seller
would otherwise have an
obligation to report tax to that
state.

Question: Is amnesty available in states that
join SSUTA after a seller registers?

Answer: Yes. New member states must grant
amnesty to qualifying registered sellers. Until a
state becomes a member, however, SSUTA-
registered sellers still run an audit risk in that state,
and state membership does not nullify past or pend-
ing audits. Accordingly, sellers with exposure in
nonmember states should consider resolving poten-
tial liabilities through the state’s (or the Multistate
Tax Commission’s) voluntary disclosure program.
States generally do not forgive taxes in the volun-
tary disclosure context, but penalties (and some-
times interest) can be waived, and states often limit
the look-back period to several years even though
there is generally no statute of limitations protec-
tion for nonfilers.12

Question: Does registration result in amnesty in
associate member states?

Answer: It depends. Associate members must
provide amnesty from the date of attaining associate

member status until 12 months after becoming full
members.13 Registered sellers, however, are not re-
quired to report tax to an associate member state
(unless of course they already have nexus with that
state). Thus, sellers generally can pick and choose to
which (if any) associate member states they report
tax. Sellers will only be eligible for immediate am-
nesty, however, in those associate member states to
which they voluntarily report tax. When an associ-
ate member becomes a full member, registered sell-
ers will be required to begin reporting tax to that
state, and amnesty will be granted to qualifying
sellers that did not already receive amnesty by
having chosen to report tax when the state was an
associate member. Until that time, however, sellers
that are not registered with associate member states
run an audit risk in those states, and full member-
ship does not nullify past or pending audits.14

Because associate member states will not be
given access to information from the SSUTA regis-
tration system until they become full members, it is
not entirely clear, as we go to press, what registra-
tion mechanism will be available for sellers seeking
amnesty in associate member states. Thus, sellers or
their tax advisers should contact the Governing
Board or the taxing authorities in the relevant
associate member states for more detailed informa-
tion regarding registration and amnesty in associate
member states.

Question: How long must a registered seller
voluntarily collect and remit tax to receive amnesty?

Answer: Amnesty will be revoked unless the
seller maintains its registration and continues to
collect and remit tax for at least three years after
registering. The statute of limitations is tolled dur-
ing that period. For example, if the statute of limi-
tations for tax assessments is four years, and a seller
registers on January 1, 2007, periods beginning on

11For a thoroughgoing analysis of SSUTA’s sourcing rules,
see Walter Hellerstein and John Swain, Streamlined Sales
and Use Tax, section 6.01-.06 (2d ed. 2005).

12For excellent analyses of the interplay between SSUTA
amnesty and traditional voluntary disclosure programs, see
Kaminski, Stanley R., ‘‘The Streamlined Sales Tax Amnesty:
To Wait or Not to Wait, That Is the Question,’’ State Tax Notes,
Feb. 7, 2005, p. 395, 2005 STT 24-4, or Doc 2005-1975; and B.
Mayster and F. Hogroian, ‘‘Amnesty Under the Streamlined
Sales Tax System: Hidden Risks Abound for Unsuspecting
Participants,’’ Tax Management (BNA), Multistate Tax Re-
port, Vol. 11, No. 4, Apr. 23, 2004, p. 205.

13SSUTA section 705(C), (D), (F).
14Additionally, there is some ambiguity in the amnesty

eligibility rule as applied to associate members. Specifically,
will a registering seller be eligible for amnesty only if it was
not registered in an associate member state the year before
the state attained associate member status? While that is
probably the rule for sellers seeking amnesty before an
associate member becomes a full member, what if a seller
chooses not to report tax to an associate member state until
the associate member becomes a full member, and what if
that seller, at the time the associate member becomes a full
member, has not been a registered seller in that state for more
than a year but had been a registered seller within a year of
the date the state became an associate member? SSUTA is
unclear on that point, although one associate member —
Arkansas — seems to measure nonregistration from the date
of associate membership only. Ark. Code Ann. section 26-21-
110 (measuring seller nonregistration from the date of the
state’s participation in SSUTA and requiring seller SSUTA
registration within a year of the date the state is found to be
in compliance with SSUTA).
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or after January 1, 2003, will remain open until
January 1, 2010, at which time the limitations clock
will start ticking again. If, however, the seller has
remained registered and has collected and reported
tax during the three-year postregistration period,
the amnesty will have fully vested, and no assess-
ment can be made for preregistration periods.

Question: What if a state withdraws or is ex-
pelled from SSUTA before a seller has reported tax
for the required three-year postregistration period?

Answer: Both the language of SSUTA and state
compliance legislation suggest that sellers will need
to continue paying tax until the three-year period
expires to ‘‘earn’’ amnesty in those states. (See
discussion below regarding the legal force of SSUTA
and state complying legislation.)

Question: Is there a deadline for amnesty?
Answer: Yes. A seller is eligible for amnesty in a

state only if the seller registers within one year after
the effective date of the state’s full membership in
SSUTA. Thus, to be eligible for amnesty with the
current member states, sellers must register on or
before September 30, 2006. (See also, questions and
answers above regarding amnesty in states that
become members after a seller registers.)

Question: Are clearly delinquent taxpayers eli-
gible for amnesty?

Answer: Yes. Although the major purpose behind
SSUTA is to encourage remote sellers with no nexus
or disputable nexus with a state to collect and remit
tax, all sellers are eligible if they meet the require-
ments of the amnesty provision. For example, a
previously unregistered local restaurant would be
eligible.

Question: Is there an exception for fraud or
intentional misrepresentation?

Answer: Yes, although the exception’s scope and
effect are unclear. SSUTA provides that ‘‘amnesty is
fully effective, absent the seller’s fraud or intention-
ally misrepresentation of a material fact, as long as
the seller continues registration and . . . payment’’
for three years after registration.15 Interpreting that
provision is difficult. Does it apply only to bad acts
during the registration process, or might it also
apply to bad acts before or after registration? At
least one state has suggested that the exception is
limited to fraud or misrepresentation ‘‘in the [am-
nesty] application.’’16 Arguably it could apply to all
three situations,17 but given the purpose of tax

amnesties (to induce nonfilers to file), it should take
egregious facts — such as intentional falsification of
a nexus questionnaire (as opposed to tossing it in the
circular file) — for a fraud or intentional misrepre-
sentation exception to apply.

Question: Does the amnesty program apply to
other taxes?

Answer: No. Amnesty under SSUTA applies only
to sales and use taxes. Most commonly, sellers will
also have income tax exposure, although out-of-state
sellers of tangible personal property with minimal
in-state contacts may be insulated from income tax
liability by federal law (Public Law 86-272). If tax-
payers do have income tax exposure, they should
consider pursuing a parallel settlement strategy
under the state’s voluntary disclosure program or
the MTC’s national nexus program. Although
SSUTA provides that registration under SSUTA
shall not be considered a factor in determining
whether a taxpayer has nexus for the purposes of
any tax, nothing in SSUTA appears to bar a state
from using registration information to enforce a
seller’s income tax obligations.

Amnesty under SSUTA applies
only to sales and use taxes. Most
commonly, sellers will also have
income tax exposure.

Question: Can I rely on SSUTA provisions in
applying for amnesty?

Answer: There is a practical and legal answer to
this question. Legally, no. SSUTA does not supplant
state law. The Governing Board has found full
members to be ‘‘substantially compliant with each of
the requirements [of SSUTA],’’ but you can’t sue the
Governing Board for having fudged, and who knows
what substantially compliant means? Tax advisers
can get sued, however, for relying on the Governing
Board’s interpretation of controlling state law. (Of
course, if your client owed tax anyway, damages
might be hard to prove.) This is particularly trouble-
some regarding amnesty, because a lot of money is at
stake, and state law is particularly sensitive about
taxing authorities forgiving taxes without clear
statutory authorization. (In fact, in some states a
compliant taxpayer, an anti-SSUTA zealot, or an

15SSUTA section 402(D).
16Amnesty —Tennessee October 2005, available at http://

www.streamlinedsalestax.org/meetings/Amnesty%20-
Tennessee%20October%202005%20II.pdf (site visited Sep-
tember 13, 2005).

17Here is one instance in which ‘‘substantially compliant’’
yet varying state statutes could make a difference. New
Jersey provides that amnesty will be granted ‘‘provided

however that the director may make such assessments by
reason of the seller’s fraud or misrepresentation.’’ N.J. Rev.
Stat. section 54:32B-17(e)(5). Utah provides that amnesty will
not be granted if ‘‘with respect to a tax . . . the seller
commits . . . fraud . . . or intentional misrepresentation of a
material fact.’’ Utah Code Ann. section 59-12-121(4). Michi-
gan and Minnesota more faithfully track the SSUTA lan-
guage. Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. section 205.829(3); Minn.
Stat. section 297A.666(2)(c).
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opportunistic plaintiff’s lawyer may well challenge
SSUTA’s blanket amnesty on state constitutional or
other grounds.) Although I have not undertaken a
thorough legal analysis of the amnesty provisions
adopted by member states, the Michigan, Minne-
sota, and New Jersey statutes, for example, seem
generally reassuring, while North Carolina seems to
be relying only on administrative action rather than
on a statute adopted by its legislature.18

Given the rewards of amnesty, and
the obligation to comply with a
state’s tax law regardless of the
amnesty carrot, pursuing amnesty
is probably worth the theoretical
risk in most cases.

As a practical matter, member state taxing au-
thorities are keen on establishing an atmosphere of
trust and getting SSUTA off to a good start. Botched
amnesties might also threaten efforts to obtain
congressional blessing of the SSUTA regime. Given
the rewards of amnesty, and the obligation to comply
with a state’s tax law regardless of the amnesty
carrot, pursuing amnesty is probably worth the
theoretical risk in most cases.

Question: I’m in full compliance, so why should I
register with SSUTA?

Answer: For sellers not making remote sales,
registration makes a lot of sense. Those sellers
would not be asked to collect any tax they aren’t
already collecting, and they would benefit from
enhanced vendor compensation and a host of cost-
reducing administrative conveniences. Sellers en-
gaged in (nonnexus) remote selling would need to
weigh the benefit of participating in the streamlined
system against the obligation to collect and report
tax in all member states regardless of nexus. Volun-
tary registration may well be worth it to those
taxpayers given enhanced vendor compensation and
administrative simplification. Further, amnesty

may still have some value. First, nexus is seldom a
black and white issue, and you first may learn about
your company’s new warehouse, in-state marketing
alliance, or ‘‘meet the customer program’’ from a
cheery state tax auditor. Second, there is no guar-
antee that Quill’s physical presence test will not be
overruled in some untidy and retroactive way. The
goal of streamliners is to get congressional authori-
zation to collect from remote sellers prospectively,
but if Congress balks, streamlined states will inevi-
tably take the position that SSUTA has removed the
factual underpinning of Quill — compliance burden
— in their states. Don’t expect the U.S. Supreme
Court to rationalize this judicial process, which
could proceed state by state as has happened with
state court holdings on income tax nexus.

Where’s the Stick?
There is one final question: ‘‘Amnesty and

streamlined tax administration is all carrot . . .
where’s the stick?’’ The stick for delinquent taxpay-
ers, of course, is the unpaid tax, penalty, and inter-
est, which continue to accrue unfettered by a statute
of limitations. But what about those in compliance?
Isn’t the SSUTA regime voluntary?

Isn’t the SSUTA regime voluntary?
Yes, but only for the moment.

Yes, but only for the moment. The ultimate goal of
the streamlined states is the mandatory collection of
tax on remote sales. Voluntary compliance is a mere
steppingstone to congressionally mandated compli-
ance. But the political landscape in Congress may be
as hostile to SSUTA as the southern Arizona desert.
If so, states undoubtedly would take matters into
their own hands and assert jurisdiction over remote
vendors, litigating economic nexus again and claim-
ing that reduced compliance burdens have rendered
Quill irrelevant. Indeed, member states could bran-
dish their stick now: ‘‘Come forward remote vendors
during the next 12 months, or all bets are off.’’ For
practical and political reasons the stick may remain
sheathed, but it lurks nonetheless. ✰

18See Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. section 205.829; Minn. Stat.
section 297A.666; N.J. Rev. Stat. section 54:32B-17; North
Carolina Petition for Membership, Certificate of Compliance
Checklist, available at http://www.streamlinedsalestax.org/
compliance/NCChecklist.pdf (site visited September 12,
2005).

John Swain is associate professor with the James E.
Rogers College of Law, University of Arizona. The author’s
e-mail address is john.swain@law.arizona.edu.
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